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First time a European PSB ran own management of developing installation

What happened at DR?
The idea behind DR BYEN was to build
an all-digital tapeless facility that
would be HD-capable and networked to
support editing, graphics and production.
A high-level target was set and the
current status of that target at the end
of 2007 is: not fulfilled and still under
development. Objectives such as
tapeless and HD capability have not yet
been reached. Following its first year
of official playout and production
operation, Reinhard Wagner took a
close look at the long DR BYEN story

In 2004 PSB Danish Broadcasting
Corporation (DR) hit the headlines with the news that it was
building a new headquarters in
Copenhagen, called DR BYEN,
which would house all units that
were at that time spread out over
Copenhagen and its suburbs. DR
produces and broadcasts two TV,
four radio and 17 DAB channels.
Together with its online activities
(on-demand and streaming), an
additional four multiplexed DTT

Master control: Total investment has reached approximately €120 million,
involving increasing complexity, time delays in construction and additional tenders

channels and 35 internet channels
and mobile media are transmitted.
Back in June 1999 the initial decision was made to centralise all facilities (12 production units) into one big
building complex. When Danmarks
Radio made this decision, the idea
behind it was to streamline production, workflow and manpower.
DR engineers and production
personnel brainstormed and visited
exhibitions and broadcast facilities
to find the best software and hardware solutions to fulfil their needs.
After writing down their basic
requirements and outlining the
workflow that should be part of the
new installation, they bought their
first choice hardware and software.
In 2000, 16 pan-European tenders were released (current status:
36 tenders) to find system integrators and sub-contractors to build
the facilities with the chosen
equipment. Danmarks Radio
decided to be its own general
contractor and to work with sub-

The news from Copenhagen: Danmarks Radio decided to be its own general
contractor and hire sub-contractors and SIs during the entire implementation process

contractors and system integrators during the entire construction
and implementation process.
Companies such as Studer, Snell
& Wilcox, Harris, Pro-Bel, Lawo,
Avid, Silex Media, BFE, MCI
Hamburg and Broadcast Solutions
were granted work within the project.
In November 2002, the construction of the centralised head-

News light at TF1
By Fergal Ringrose
France’s leading commercial TV
station, TF1, has broken with television lighting tradition by making
its recently redesigned main news
studio the world’s first studio of
this kind to be lit almost entirely
by silent, fanless fully automated
profile spotlights.
TF1 chose the WARP/M, the
ADB motorised profile, as its
primary lighting source for the
brand new set of this studio, which
is the hub of F1’s three-times-a-

day comprehensive news bulletins.
The studio also produces weather
reports, in-depth economics
reports and documentaries.
TF1’s Lighting Director JeanBernard Favero-Longo and Technical Director Jean-Pascal Lefort
decided not to use conventional TV
studio lighting equipment in the new
design. Instead they created a bold
new look that exploits the versatility
provided by automated lighting.
The TF1 technical team
required fanless, silent operation,

The TF1 technical team required fanless, silent operation and precise repositioning

very precise repositioning between
movements, and high light output
with low power requirement. The

WARP/M’s cool, high-efficiency
beam output of 1733 lux at 12° and
15m is designed to match the light

quarters and production complex
with its four segments — Studio
and Production, News and editorial
offices, administration, and finally a
concert hall — got underway.
In 2004 the integration of the
technical infrastructure together
with hardware and software started
Continued on page 14

output of a standard 1,200W profile while consuming 800W of
mains power, and its three-phase
stepper motors and fanless cooling
provide silent operation.
The WARP/M rig allows TF1’s
lighting director to instantly adapt
the look of the studio to a number
of pre-programmed configurations. Precise repositioning then
allows switching back to an earlier
state with no variation. The latest
version of the WARP/M’s software eliminates the need to reset
any parameter of the luminaire —
after a power down for example
— thus eliminating a potential
source of noise.
www.adblighting.com

